This term your child has been included in a small group called Lego Club this has been
monitored by the Speech and Language Therapist. This is a group where children
work together to create a Lego model. The group supports with the development of
social interaction skills, listening, understanding, vocabulary and spoken language.
Lego Club uses visuals and structures to give children specific roles so they can
work together to build a model.
There are usually 3 roles in the club:
1. The engineer
• Looks at the instructions and see what piece is needed.
Then asks the supplier for that piece and tells the builder
where it goes.
2. The supplier
• Listens to the engineer and then finds the right piece the
engineer asks for. He gives it to the builder.
3. The builder
• Waits for the supplier to give him the right piece and
then builds the model.

There can be up to 3 people in a Lego club. Play with siblings, parents and friends.
1) Give each person a job (you can cut out the pictures below). Make sure each person knows their job. If there are
only 2 of you, have a builder and an engineer.

2) Let everyone know the Lego Rules

3) Give the engineer the plan (photos) and the supplier the Lego.
Work together and build Lego!

4) Take a photo of what you have built at the end if you can

 What can we do at home to help continue
to develop these skills?

1) Find some Lego that you have at home

2) Use some pieces to build a simple Lego model (it can be anything you
like- e.g. a chicken!!)

3) Use a phone or camera to take photos of each step. You can do this
by photographing the final model and then taking one brick off at a
time.

4) You then have a step by step plan on your camera/phone. You can
print this, or just keep it on your camera/phone.

